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Introduction 
North eastern Nigeria has been a peaceful region though not devoid of crimes and 

deviant related problems. The zone which is made up of six states: Borno, Yobe, 

Adamawa, Taraba, Bauchi and Gombe, have its peculiar and dominant crimes. Until 

the 21st century, deviance acts regarded as insurgence, were alien to the region. With 

the exception of Gombe and Bauchi states which have no international border, 

criminality or deviant acts peculiar to the area are armed banditry which is popularly 

referred to as kwanta-kwanta by locals and the crime is believed to be committed by 

nomands and locals; transnational armed robbery, believed to be carried out by 

Tchadian rebels and Nigerienes; and smuggling mostly perpetrated by locals. 

 

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE DEVIANCE OF INSURGENCY 

The Wikipedia defines insurgency as ‘a violent rebellion against a constituted 

authority (an authority recognized as such by the United Nation) when those taking 

part in the rebellion are not recognized as belligerents. The free dictionary sees the act 

of insurgency as rebellion against an existing government by a group not recognized 

as a belligerent. Belligerent is a Latin word use to mean ‘one who wages war’. 
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Therefore, belligerent could mean an individual, group, country or entity. The 

Merriam-Webster dictionary views insurgency as ‘a usual; violent attempt to take 

control of a government: a rebellion or uprising’. 

Meanwhile, the United States Department of Defence (DOD) defines insurgency as 

‘an organized movement aimed at the overthrow of a constituted government through 

the use of subversion and armed conflict’ (DOD, 2005). 

According to Nigeria Intelligence Community Manual, insurgency refers to a form of 

rebellion in which a dissident group with support of a substantial part of the population 

instigates the commission of widespread act of civil disobedience, sabotage and 

terrorism, as well as, guerrilla warfare in order to overthrow a government. The aim 

of any insurgent group among others is to weaken control and legitimacy of the 

existing government, so as to increase their (insurgents) control and legitimacy; and 

reduce government coercive power while strengthening their coercive capabilities. 

There are different sociological theories which attempt to offer explanations to various 

deviant acts in the society. Robert K. Merton Social Structure and Anomie Theory 

argues that, deviance (such as insurgency), resulted from the culture and structure of 

society itself. He postulated what he referred to as ‘cultural goal’ and ‘institutionalized 

means’. Merton posits that in all societies (states/nations). There are institutionalized 

means of reaching or achieving culturally defined goals. He therefore propounded five 

different ways in which individuals or group(s) (in American society), attempt to fulfill 

their dreams. 

The first are the ‘conformity’, who accept the cultural goals and institutionalized 

means of attaining them; the second are the ‘innovation’ group, who reject the 

institutionalized means and innovate theirs; the third category are the ‘ritualists’ or 

ritualism, who abandoned the commonly held success goal. The forth group according 

in Merton’s theory are the ‘retreativists’ or retreats’, whom he regards as psychotic, 

vagabonds, autists, pariahs, drug addicts, drunkards etc. this group have strongly 

internalized both the cultural goals and institutionalized means, but yet couldn’t 

achieve success. The only way to resolve the conflict by this group is to abandon both 

the goals and means of achieving or reaching the. 

The final group are the ‘rebels’ or rebellions. This group according to Merton 

jettisoned both the cultural goals and institutionalized means and replaces them with 

different goals and means. It may not be out of place to classified insurgents under this 

category, especially those driven by miss-placed or miss-concept religious ideology. 

This kind of insurgents rejects both the cultural goals and institutionalized means as 

circular and replaced it with their own which they perceived as the appropriate. 
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ASSESSMENT OF EMERGENCE OF INSURGENCY IN NORTH-EASTERN 

NIGERIA 

There have been different explanations to the origin of insurgency in north eastern 

Nigeria. There are those who saw the group as an upshot of the 1980 Maitatsene sect. 

Those who linked the present insurgency to the Maitatsine sect hinged their claims on 

the Borno share of the Maitatsine crises. There are equally those who traced the 

emergence of the militia sect to the Kanamma Taliban whose uprising claimed lives 

in early 2004. To this school of thought, the group stated in Maiduguri in 2002 by late 

Mohammed Yusuf and relocated to Kanamma in Yobe state to live a secluded life to 

avoid been polluted by the world.  

In spite of the different account, the reoccurring decimal is the linkage of the group to 

the 2002 Kanamma Taliban. Accordingly, the current insurgent group globally known 

as Boko Haram metamorphosed from the Yusufiya sect who took up arms against the 

state in July 2009. The uprising kick-stated in Bauchi state in July 2009, before parts 

of Borno and Yobe state became the centre of the uprising. The sect leader was said 

to have embraced the radical ideology due to his contact with one Mohammad Ali who 

has been radicalized by Al-Qaida. Following containment of the group insurrection 

which lasted for three days, and culminated in the ‘extra judicial’ murder of it spiritual 

leader by operative of the Borno state Police Command, elements of the group who 

survived and escaped went under-ground to only regroup and resurface in mid 2010; 

under the leadership of the 2009 second-in-command to late Yusuf, ABubakar Shakau. 

By late 2010, the group denounced the western name Boko Haram and announced its 

new name as ‘Jama’atul Ahlis Sunna Lida’awatul Wal Jihad’, and commenced guerilla 

attacks on perceived enemies, government apparatus, security operatives etc. by mid 

2011 the group escalated it attacks to include critical structures like Police Divisions 

and structure of importance like banks. The military barracks and other restricted area 

would later follow to form targets of interest to the group, while clerics who opposed 

the teaching of the group as anti Islamic would later be killed by armed elements of 

the group. 

The then federal government, under President Goodluck E. Jonathan in an attempt to 

neutralize the group launched the Joint Task Force (JTF) between July-August 2011, 

and ‘Operation BOYONA’ in 2013. Subsequent operations followed with the present 

one as ‘Operation Lafiya Dole’ which replaces ‘Operation Zaman Lafiya’. This 

operation is expected to end insurgency in the north-east by December this year 

(2015), as stated by the incumbent president, Mohammad Buhari. Even though the 

government promised to end the insurgency by December this year, there was no 

assurance that suicide bombing would end by the December deadline. 
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The current insurgent group in the north-east is believed to have ties with Al-Qaida in 

the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), operating in North African countries like Mali and 

Algeria; and recently, the group pledged its allegiance to the Islamic State (IS). 

 

FACTORS SUSTAINING CURRENT INSURGENCY        

The present insurgency was cause by some remote and immediate factors. Conversely, 

some of the factors that brought about the insurgency are amongst the factors sustained 

it. Some of the factors prolonging the menace are: 

i. Poverty 

ii. Illiteracy  

iii. Unemployment 

iv. Coercive conscription of vulnerable youths to replenish the group’s 

depleting man-power 

v. Deception and radicalization  

vi. Brain-washing and hypnotization of gullible youths 

vii. Vulnerability of remote villages to insurgent attacks; etc. 

There are also institutionalized factors that have been contributing to the present 

development. These factors among others include under-equipment of security 

agencies, lack of fund to prosecute the anti-insurgency campaign etc.   

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

Qualitative research approach which is descriptive based was used in the analyses. 

Secondary data was utilised using relevant books, journals, and other relevant 

publications for the data collection and analyses. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The difficulties facing governments besieged by insurgents or terrorists may seem 

insurmountable at first glance, but numerous works have been written to explain how 

to quell them. This literature ranges from general theories and practical suggestions, 

based on hard-won experience, to complicated empirical models purporting to predict 

outcomes or test practical advice. Commentators have reduced complicated political-

military struggles against forceful usurpers to a number of principles or formulas for 

success. Brigadier General Samuel B. Griffith suggested in his translation of Mao's 

Yu Chi Chan that 'anti-guerilla operations could be summed up in three words; 

location, isolation, and eradication' (Mao Tse-Tung, 1966). Griffith's summary is a 

useful reference point for exploring how to apply the strengths of a state (or group of 

states) against an irregular threat. 
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